Running Your Private Data Center Has Never Been Easier

As simple and easy as running a Public Cloud

Need of the hour
App-driven data centers at the speed of cloud.

01. Speed
Deliver services quickly, reduce outages & exceed SLAs.

02. Simplicity
Fewer tools, More consistency, flexibility and simplicity.

03. Choice
Achieve more with less amidst shifts in skills and strategies.

Juniper Apstra can get you there
The only multivendor Intent-Based network automation solution

Benefits of Juniper Apstra

01. Experience First
Intuitive design & proven ROI of 320%.

02. Reliable Automation
Guardrails to ensure consistency, which results in speed

03. Multi-vendor
Choice of vendors based on needs without any lock-in.

04. Pervasive Security
Zero-trust security across all network connection points.

See Apstra in action